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Abstract
Doculive is a system for handling electronic healthcare records developed by
SiemensHealthcare Systerns (SHS) in Norway. The system provides a generic o bject oriented document model, which enables definition and management of doc uments and collection of documents. The system allows both definition of the stru cture and behaviour of documents. The behavioural aspectsare programmed either
in Transact-SQL (server side behaviour), or in C++ (client side behaviour). The
main problem in this is that behavioural extensions require knowledge of a very
rich data model, and its realisation in TSQL or C++. This is a major obstaclefor the
development of extensionsoutside the original development team. Components are
an attractive way to enable developers outside the SHS team to specify behavioural
extensions.This position paper focuseson the difficulties in achieving this in Doc ulive.
I
Introduction
A frequentIy cited motivation for component technologies is binary reuse, that is, the develo pment of binary components that can be reused in different settings. A different attraction b ehind components is that one can create a kemel appIication, which can be extended using cu stomised components. Such extensions can be developed in a language independent way, and
they do not require that the extension developer have accessto the source code of the kemel
system. A main attraction to the kemel/ extension architecture is the possibility for progra mmers outside the kemel group to develop the program for a specific purpose, freeing the r esourcesof the kemel group to improve the quaIity of the kemel a ppIication.
DocuIive is currently developed solely for the windows platform. Therefore, the component
technology under consideration is COM/DCOM. One nice feature of COM is that communic ation between components is very efficient (under the right circumstances).This allows for a
very fine-grained object model behmd the components.
This paper will present the current architecture of DocuIive, and show where we are heading.
The contribution to the workshop is a real ilie example of a component architecture, and the
problems we are facing in its design. Today, we have no "hest" solution to the main problem,
and hope to find one if not in advance then during the workshop. The main problem encountered is how a logical object can be divided into several physicallayers, which are running on
different machmes,and how one can program such a logical object with minimal knowledge of
the physicallayers, as these logical objects are the very objects to be written by extension pr 0grammers.
We believe the problems encountered are general, and highlighting a problem inherent in any
physically layered object-oriented system of some co mplexity .
2 The current architecture
The current architecture of Doculive is presented in Figure 1. The client program is a general
presentation and editing tool, which is able to present the user with a consistent interface for
arbitrary document types stored in the Doculive system. The client is highly optirnized, as is the
connection and interface to the server. The user interface provided by the client is one of the
main selUngpoints of Doculive, and hence that user interface must be maintained in future r evisions of Doculive as weIl.

The server consists of three prirnary storage components. Firstly, Doculive provides a generic
document modeting system. Therefore the schema definitions for documents are stored in the
server, and new document types can be defined without recompiling the server or the client.
The docurnents handled by Doculive are all sorts of structured documents relating to patient
information at a hospital. The fact that different hospitals and departments within hospitals
have their unique set of documents is one of the fundamental motivations behind having a g eneric document model.
Secondly, the server provides storage for the documents thernselves.Thirdly, there are a nu mber of auxiliary tables which represent administrative information about users, installed sof tware, versions etc, but also tables which contain redundant information to allow faster accessto
often used information.

FigareL Current Doculive architecture
The kemel procedures are stored procedures written in Transact SQL, and provide a set of a ccessroutines so that the client need not accessthe tables representing the documents directly.
As an exarnple, there is a kemel procedure which can create an instance of a given document
class.
Documents do not only have structural aspectsbut also behavioural aspects.For exarnple,if one
changesa value for cholesterol, this might notify that a doctor should be notified under certain
circumstances.As another exarnple, if a document of a give type is created, it should be initia 1ised with values from other documents. To separate such document specific behaviour, Doc ulive uses hook-procedures [N0rmark, 1995]. The Doculive kemel uses naming conventions for
such document specific procedures. If a field narned X in a document class y in module Z is
changed, the Doculive kemel will check to seeif there is TSQL procedure defined that matches,
X, y or Z and call it if it exists. This way, it is possible to provide document specific behaviour
without changesto the kemel procedures.The changesdone by a hook procedure might initiate
new calls of kemel procedures, which will recursively activate the application of hook proc edures.
3

A newarchitecture

3.1 Target situation
We are currently faced with two architectural requirernents. First, it should be easier to extend
the system with new functionality that is not closely related to a specific document. One exa mple is extraction of information form several patients; another is extracting selected pieces of
information from a specific patient. Doculive encapsulatesits data model behind stored proc edures. Rather than making Doculive exposeits relational representation, it is more attractive to
develop a cornponent based object model that reflects the document structure more faithfully.
Providing a COM based interface to the kemel functionality of Doculive is also a request that
has beenbrought up by our third party developers.
Second,it should be easier to extend the system with new types of documents with specialised
behaviour. The specialisedbehaviours include 1) client-side extensionsthat affect how a specific
aspect of a document is to be presented.2) How changesin a document should course changes
in other systerns.3) How fields in other document might be changed as a side effect of a change
in the presented documenl As already mentioned, we are interested in becoming in a situation

where such extensionscan be developed using COM technology, preferably through visual b asic components,as VB is easy to learn.
In addition, we would like to address these two requirements by providing an extension deve 1opment environrnent, which should make it easier to develop extensions that address both the
first and the secondrequirement.
Regarding the second requirement, the functionality needed for an extension to fit into the a rchitecture differs from one physicallevel to the other. The client only need two methods, one
which will produce a presentation of the underlying information, and one which allows editing
of that information. The server has a large and document type dependent set of methods that it
rnight call (corresponding to a COM based version of the HOOK procedures). Mostly, only a
few of thesewill be used for any specific document class.Finally, the business layer has a set of
document-type specific methods that enable accessto individual fields on the document, and
allows navigation in document folders. These methods can be automatically generated,and are
useful at all three levels. The client part can use it to extract information, and store information
received from the editor method. The hook procedures of the server can use the navigational
and accessmethods to ensureconsistency as is done in hook procedures today.
3.2 Architectural approaches
The first requirement can be addressedby moving to a three-tier architecture, in which the new
middle layer provides an object-oriented component model, which can be used to manipulate
the documents in the database.The present architecture can be extended to automatically ge nerate components that can provide accessto documents as COM objects.The extension deve 1opment environment around Doculive is expected to include a component generator in the f uture, which will produce COM component that are specific to the document classesdetined in
the database.The COM basedextension API of Rationa! Rose [Rationa!, 1996] is a good example
of the kind of object model we want to addressthis issue.
This second requirement does not fit weIl with the three-tier model. The layers the architecture
is horizontal, separating the system into three physicallayers, a database,businessobjects, and
a client. However, a document object has logical aspectsthat belong in all physicallevels of the
architecture, and thus provides a vertica! organisation of the system. There are two different
approachesto the problem.
.First, one object type is created for each document class, and objects are instantiated in one
place in the system. The other layers can then accessthe objects through DCOM. The adva ntage of this approach is that there is only one object to consider for the developer. The inte rfaces necessaryfor all three layers can be generated automatically. In addition, the access
methods for navigation in the business layer can have their behaviour generated automat ica!ly. The main problem with this approach is that the methods on the object becomecontext
independent. The methods that relates to presentation and interaction should not be invoked
from the databaseor businessobjectslayer, as there might not be any client available to pre sent the object.
.The secondapproach is to generatethree objects,one for eachlayer. This adds complexity for
the developer, but avoids the overhead of DCOM, as the objects can be located in the layer
where they belong. The problem with this approach is to keep the three object represent ations consistent.
The problem is that the first approach looses the context of the layer, and thus provides access
to methods without taking into account the layer of the caller. E.g. the database layer should
only accesshook procedures, which in tum have restricted accessto the object. In the first a pproach, some physical layer must be chosen as the "home" of the object, and no layer seems
more appropriate than any other. The main problem with the second approach is how to keep
the three physica! objects consistent. We are seeking an automated way to do this, becausewe
want the extension development environment to be as easy to use as possible. It is not very a ttractive for an extension developer to have to maintain consistency between three objects
manuallv.

An extension of object-oriented models to support roles is discussed in [Kristensen & 0sterbye,
1996] and [0sterbye & Kristensen, 1995]. It is possible to combine the two approaches, as illustrated in Figure 2 using this model.
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Figure2. Role-based approach to verticaJbjects in a horisontal architecture.
The left part of the figure is the extension object, which has an intrinsic part, and three roles.
The properties in the intrinsic part are shared between the roles. The properties of one role ca nnot be accessedfrom other roles (roles do not know about each other). Becausethe cIient in the
kemel system has a referenceto the client role, the client can accessproperties of the cIient role
and the properties of the intrinsic object.
This approach avoids the problem of consistencyby placing shared behaviour as intrinsic pro perties, and context dependenceis achieved by providing a role corresponding to eachlayer .
3.3 Open issues
The role-based approach was not designed with a distribution of intrinsic object and roles in
mind. Nor was not designed with COffipOnents
in mind. Mapping the role ffiodel into a COffip0nent architecture will be the next step, and one of the issues we want to discuss at the wor kshop.
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